A solution of some dual integral equations with Bessel function as kernel for an infinite thick plate, is reduced a Fredholm integral equation of the first kind which is solved by iteration method.
Introduction
Various dual integral equations and dual series involving mixed boundary problems with applications of potential theory in electro statistic, heat transfer for stationary and nonstationary problems, elasticity, and other branches of engineering and physical sciences are reduced to a Fredholm integral equations of the first kind [3] [4] [5] [6] 8, 9] .Many authors who made a significant contributions to the field during the last fifty years reduced a Fredholm integral equations of the first kind deal with dual equations to the second kind by using some mathematical tools [3, 9] .In this paper we consider some type of a dual integral equations appear in the solution of the Laplace equation under mixed boundary conditions of the first and of the second kind in cylindrical coordinates ,then by substitutions method we obtain a Fredholm integral equation of the first kind, which is solved with the use of a well known successive approximation techniques under the assumption that an obtained integral equation with kernel and free term bounded, continuous and integrable [10] . Notice that there are other numerical and iteration techniques for solving Fredholm integral equation of the first kind mentioned in [1, 7, 10] , however the method which used in this paper is simple and well known, it can be used to determine solutions of several types of the mixed boundary problems without complicated calculations.
Main results
We consider the dual integral equations appear in mixed boundary value problem on a surface of thick cylinder high h 0 0 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), C p J pr th hp dp F r r a into (2.2) ensure the inequality is zero by using some known integrals [2] 
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a a pa J pr dp t dt pt J pr dp The kernel Thus (2.6) will be written as To solve a first order integral equation (2.5) with kernel ( , ) K r t given in (2.7), let us to use the known iteration given in [10] 1, 2,3,. ..... 
Integral equation (3.4) with kernel (3.5) can be solved by using iteration (2.10) under the assumption ( , ) K r t and ( ) F r integrable functions and ( , ) K r t converges for any variables , r t and for any n, satisfies property (2.9).
Thus, theory mentioned above can be used to investigate several mixed boundary value problems of mathematical physics equations with different areas of applications and different special functions as a kernel. In [9] , the dual integral equations (2.1), (2.2) and (3.1),(3.2) were reduced to a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind. The dual integral equations (2.1),(2.2) and (3.1),(3.2) can be also solve by Hankel integral transform , however iteration (2.10) explicit, simple and effect to solve other problems concern this area.
